Site Locations

Security Checkpoint/Spangler Boulevard.

Security Checkpoint/Eller Drive.
Port Everglades Spangler Boulevard & Eller Drive Entries

Spangler Boulevard

Eller Drive
The vinyl design will also be applied to the illuminated metal fascia (89’ long by 3’-6” high) to be fabricated and installed on the Eller Drive security checkpoint canopy, and the illuminated metal fascia (29’ long by 3’-6” high) to be fabricated and installed on the Spangler Boulevard security checkpoint canopy, at Port Everglades.

The designs for the vinyl art wraps will be applied to seven booths located at the security checkpoint on Eller Drive and four booths located at the security checkpoint on Spangler Boulevard, at Port Everglades. The Artist’s design will vary for each of the three booth types (guard booth, electrical booth and restroom booth).
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Guard Booth Design Proposal
Restroom Booth Design Proposal